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According to the National Retail Association, shoplifting accounted for 38% of the 44 billion in 

retail inventory loss suffered by merchants in 2014.  Acts of shoplifting overburden police and 

courts, add to security expenses, and costs consumers more for their goods. The National 

Association for Shoplifting Prevention reports there are 27 million shoplifters in our country 

today and they steal items with a value ranging from an average of $-2 - $200.   

 

For those that are caught shoplifting, they must forever live with the ramifications of being 

labeled as a thief.  Job loss and difficulty finding further employment are likely common 

consequences of anyone convicted of shoplifting.  The convicted shoplifter’s inability to find 

viable employment not only denigrates his or her life, but also impacts all of us as often such 

shoplifters have families and others to support.   

 

We know that sometimes those who shoplift do so because of an illness.  Some simply may be 

prone to shoplifting due to a mental illness.  However, our experiences with those who steal 

items from stores also do so because of the illness of drug addiction.  If we wish to reduce 

shoplifting events in the long term we need to address this crime utilizing multiple strategies.  

Arrest alone will not be effective.  We must employ community policing practices and crime 

prevention actions that involve an intervention component to help those that steal simply to 

sustain their drug habit.   

 

Shoplifting incidents handled by the Gloucester Township Police Department have actually 

declined this year.  The Gloucester Township Police Department responded to a total of 145 

shopliftings this year so far, and at this rate we will have a decrease of 29% in shoplifting 

incidents compared to last year’s total of 210.   

 

I have no doubt that our decrease in shoplifting offenses is the result of our assertive approach to 

shoplifting which includes the use of social media to solve such crimes.  It is well understood 

that if you commit shoplifting or any crime in Gloucester Township, and your image is caught on 

video or surveillance cameras, we will utilize social media to find you.  This will not change. 

 

Our policing model has consistently been that arrest alone will not solve crime.  The suppression 

of crime through arrest must be an integral part of our response, but it must not be our only 

response.  Earlier this fall, the Gloucester Township Police Department launched a new initiative 

entitled the Retail Patrol Officer.  This program is not just for the holiday season but is a newly 

created permanent position within our Operations Division.  This position is staffed by Detective 

Anthony Massi who has received special training with respect to loss prevention and whose 

duties will include a combination of increased police visibility through police patrols, building 

relationships with merchants and business owners, gaining knowledge of frequent shoplifters in 

the region, and working with our SAVE Advocate in guiding subjects into treatment who have 

been apprehended for shoplifting who likely have a drug problem.   
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Our approach to retail theft and shoplifting includes much more than just arrest.  We strongly 

believe in practicing prevention.  Det. Massi works with business owners in developing better 

strategies to prevent shoplifting incidents.  Most importantly, he develops a relationship with the 

employees of business and it is these relationships that can be most significant when fighting 

crime.  Additionally, Det. Massi will be regularly patrolling our retail establishments.  This is not 

only critical from a prevention perspective, but it is also essential to us that customers see the 

police presence in our community as they shop.   

 

One of the final and most progressive models of our policing strategy is intervention.  We know 

that many of those committing shoplifting cannot stop because of their drug addiction.  Det. 

Massi works very closely with our SAVE (Substance Abuse Victimization Effort) Advocate who 

is in our municipal court to help those suffering from addiction enter into treatment.  The SAVE 

Advocate also monitors our “SAVE Line” which enables anyone to call and obtain information 

regarding treatment.   

 

Det. Massi’s work does not stop with arrest.  He engages in meaningful conversation with 

shoplifting offenders and easily learns that they are suffering from addiction. He then meets with 

the offender and the SAVE Advocate in our court to help them transition from a drug addiction 

fueled life of crime to a path of recovery.   

 

I offer you one brief example.   

 

On October 28, 2015 a thirty-one year old male entered a local convenience store and stole 

cigarettes and a phone charger.  Det. Massi conducted an investigation and identified the subject 

and later arrested him at a hotel just outside of Gloucester Township.  The accused confessed to 

Det. Massi that he is battling a heroin addiction and that he stole to support his habit.  Det. Massi 

offered him Project SAVE information, but he declined as he said he was scheduled to attend a 

rehab program.  Det. Massi continued to provide him with the SAVE information in the event the 

accused would later find it helpful.  Within just a week or so this thirty-one year old man, 

addicted to heroin, contacted the SAVE advocate and reported that he couldn’t attend the rehab 

program that he was planning to attend because he did not have insurance.  The SAVE Advocate 

then guided him through addiction programs that he could use.  Not surprisingly this man has a 

long history of criminal acts including seven past arrests for theft and multiple arrests for drugs 

and domestic violence.  

 

There is no doubt that absent our “Three Gear System” of Suppression, Prevention, and 

Intervention this man would not have sought further treatment and would continue his drug fed 

shoplifting acts.  Det. Massi did not simply arrest him, serve him with his complaint, and send 

him on his way.  This man contacted the SAVE Advocate as a result of Det. Massi’s engagement 

with him.  This is community policing at work, and it is the type of policing necessary for police 

to be effective today.  

 

Finally, I would be remiss if I didn’t speak about terrorism in the United States.  As we approach 

this holiday season, stores and malls will be filled with holiday shoppers.  The holiday season 

and large gatherings of shoppers can increase the likelihood of theft and other crime.  It is 

important that every citizen remains vigilant and reports immediately any suspicious activity. 
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Officers of the Gloucester Township Police Department along with Det. Massi will be patrolling 

our retail establishments to not only apprehend shoplifters, prevent such thefts, and intervene in 

the cycle of its cause, but also to enhance the safety of everyone who visits our stores.  We have 

witnessed throughout the world an epidemic of fear relating to terrorism while at the same time 

we have an epidemic in the United States of drug addiction that is causing crime.  Det. Massi and 

our Retail Patrol Officer Program are part of the remedy to both of these epidemics.   

 

Please be sure to follow us on social media to learn more about our safety programs and tips for 

this holiday season.  
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